**Notes:**

1. **ACCEPTED WIRE SIZE:** 14-26 AWG (SINGLE WIRE ONLY), TO CONNECT UNITS IN SERIES, THE CONNECTOR TERMINALS WILL EXCEPT UP TO TWO WIRES BETWEEN 18-26 AWG.

2. **POWER REQUIREMENTS:**
   - 24 VAC ±20%, 50/60 Hz, CLASS 2 TRANSFORMER OR 24 VDC ±20%, CLASS 2 POWER SUPPLY.

3. **LED INDICATION:**
   - NORMAL - FLASH ONCE PER 60 SECS
   - STARTUP - FLASH 1 HZ (ONCE PER SEC)
   - CAL CHECK - SLOW FLASH 0.5 HZ (ONCE EVERY 2 SECs)
   - ALARM - FAST FLASH AT 3 HZ (3 TIMES PER SEC)
   - FAULT - SOLID ON

4. **WEIGHT:** 240g (0.5 LBS).

5. **FOR RS485:** ENABLE THE TERMINATION RESISTOR ONLY IN THE UNIT THAT IS FURTHEST FROM THE CONTROLLER. ENSURE THAT ONLY ONE UNIT ON THE BUS HAS THIS ENABLED. USE SWITCH S303-6 ('ON' POSITION ADDS RESISTOR).